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Exponents for extraordinary homology groups

Dominique Arlettaz

Introduction

If E^( — îs the extraordinary homology theory associated with a CW-spectrum
E and X a CW-complex, then ît is in gênerai qui te difficult to compute E^(X) The
classical way to do ît îs to work with the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral séquence
Hs(X,ntE) =&gt; EA + t(X)i but, as usual with spectral séquences, one must first
understand îts differentials, and secondly solve the extension problems given by îts

ii^-term (see [Ar3] for some gênerai results on the differentials)
The purpose of this paper îs to introduce a new method which does not

détermine exactly E^(X), but which produces, in a very gênerai way, a good

approximation of the extraordinary homology groups En{X) The argument pre-
sented hère explains actually the relationships between En(X) and the groups on the

line s-\-t=n of the i^-term of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral séquence, but
avoids the two difficulties which occur in the spectral séquence calculations

Remember that ît îs sufficient to compute the reduced homology groups Ën(X)
since En(X) ^ Ën(X) ®nnE for ail n Our companson of an extraordinary homology

group with ordinary homology may be formulated as follows (see Theorems
2 2 and 2 4)

Let E be a bounded below spectrum (with ceZ such that n,E 0 for i &lt; c), then for
any connectée CW-complex X and for any integer n &gt; b + c + 1 (where b is the

greatest positive integer for which H, (X, Z) 0 for i &lt; b)

(a) there exist homomorphisms

n b

&lt;Pn £„(*)-© Hn ,(X,n,E)
t c

and

with the property that the composition Wn(Pn En(X) -&gt; Ën(X) is multiplication
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by Pn-bPn-b-i &apos; &apos; &apos;

Pc + i» where the p,&apos;s (i ^ c) are integers depending on the

specîrum E;
(b) for any integer t with c &lt; t &lt; n — b there exist homomorphisms

and

such îhat the composition AntQnt : Hn_t(X\ n,E) -&gt;Hn_t(X; ntE) is

multiplication by pn_bpn_b_x • • • pt.

The integers pl are in fact the order of the k-invariants kl+ l(E) of the spectrum
E (in particular pc 1) and may be replaced by integers which are independent of
E (see Remarks 1.6 and 2.6). Notice that the homomorphisms mentioned above are
induced by maps of spectra such that their compositions are suitable power maps
(see Section 1 for the construction of thèse maps).

It is then possible to deduce from this resuit interesting information on the

groups Ën{X)y for instance lower and upper bounds for their exponent, depending
on the integers pt and on the exponents of the ordinary homology groups of X. This
is the main application of our argument and is formulated in gênerai in Theorem
3.1. But in order to illustrate this, let us consider for the moment the spécial case

of the Brown-Peterson homology theory BP^(-) for a given prime p: we obtain
the following assertion (see Corollary 4.5).

Let X be a connected CW-complex, b the gréâtes t positive integer for which

Hl (X; Z) Ofor i &lt; b, and assume that ail homology groups Hl (X; Z(/))) are offinite
exponent pe&apos; for i &gt; b. If n is any integer &gt;b + 1 and r the positive integer such that

2r(p - 1) &lt;n -b &lt; 2(r -h \){p — 1), then the exponent of BPn{X) is pe&quot;, where

en &lt; max {en_2t{p_ 1}
| 0 &lt; t &lt; r) +—-—

and

0 &lt; t &lt;r

Thèse inequalities enable us to perform some computations on the Brown
Peterson homology of the classifying spaces of certain spécial linear groups.
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The second application of our method îs the study of the relationships between
the p -torsion (where p îs a given prime) in the ordmary intégral homology of a

CW-complex X and the p -torsion in the extraordmary homology Ë^{X) associated
with connective spectra E such that n0E îs not p -divisible For instance, we consider
this question when X îs the classifymg space BG of a /?-torsion-free group G For
certain primes p, the congruence subgroups Yq of odd prime level q / /? m the
infinité spécial lmear group SL(Z) turn out to be examples of torsion-free groups
havmg /?-torsion in Ë^(BFq) when Ë^{ — runs over the reduced homology théories
associated with ail connective spectra E such that n0E îs not p -divisible (see

Corollary 5 4), we say that such groups hâve unwersally sîrange p-torswn
Let us remark that our main results also hold if the spectrum E îs not bounded

below or if we consider an extraordmary cohomology theory (mstead of homology),
assuming that the CW-complex X îs finite dimensional

The paper îs organized as follows In Section 1, we construct maps between a

given spectrum and the corresponding Eilenberg MacLane spectra, which we
control on the homotopy level Section 2 shows how thèse maps induce the

homomorphisms &lt;t&gt;n, *Ftn Qnt and Ant presented above The conséquences on the

investigation of the exponent of the groups Én(X) are explained in Section 3 We

examine the spécial case of the Brown-Peterson homology m Section 4 m

particular, we détermine the mtegers pt for BP, prove the inequalities mvolving the

exponent of the Brown Peterson homology groups and calculate some examples
Section 5 îs devoted to the study of the relationships between the torsion in the

ordmary intégral homology of a CW-complex (or of a group) and the torsion in îts

extraordmary homology théories Fmally, our main results are formulated in
Section 6 for cohomology théories apphed to CW-complexes of finite dimension

1. Maps between a given spectrum and the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra

If E îs a spectrum and n an integer, let us call ctn E -» E[n] îts n-th. Postnikov
section E[n] îs a spectrum with n,E[n] 0 for i &gt; n and atï îs a map of spectra

inducing an isomorphism on n, for i &lt; n The purpose of this section îs to consider
bounded below spectra E (i e for which there exists an mteger c with n,E 0 for
i &lt; c) and investigate the relationships between E[n] and the wedge of the

corresponding Eilenberg MacLane spectra \J&quot; X&apos;H(nrE)

For an Q -spectrum E and a positive integer p, let us dénote by xp E-*E the

p-th power map, if E îs an arbitrary spectrum, we may also consider the self-map
X(), because E îs homotopy équivalent to an Q -spectrum The map xp induces

multiplication by p on ail homotopy groups of E Notice that for any n, xp E-+E
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extends to a map E[n] -? E[n] which is also the p-th power map and which will also
be denoted by xp- Our fîrst goal is to show that for a given integer n, if p is big
enough in comparison with «, then the map xp \ E[ri\-+E[ri\ factors through
\J&quot;=C ErH(n(E) in the case of a bounded below spectrum E.

In order to formulate our first resuit, let us consider the Postnikov ^-invariants
of a spectrum E: they are homotopy classes of maps of spectra kn+l(E):
E[n - 1] -+Zn+]H(nnE) and therefore cohomology classes in H&quot;+l(E[n - 1]; nnE).

THEOREM 1.1. Let E be any spectrum, n an integer, and assume that the

k-invariant kn+x(E) is an élément of finite order pn in H&quot;+l(E[n — 1]; nnE). Then

there exist maps of spectra

t;,,:E[n]^E[n-\]vZ&quot;H(nnE)

and

rln:E[n-\]vZ&quot;H(n,,E)-+E[n]

such that the composition */„£„ is homotopic to the power map xPn • E[n] —? E[n].

Proof. Let us dénote by /?„__, the Postnikov section E[n] -+E[n — 1]. The map
XPn : E[n] -+E[n] has an extension %Pn on E[n — 1] and restricts to xPn on tne fibre

InH(nnE) of jSw_i; thèse three self-maps induce multiplication by pn on ail

homotopy groups. Look at the commutative diagram

where the vertical arrows are (co)flbrations, the right one being the path fibration
over the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum Z&quot;+]H(nnE), and the bottom right square
is a pull-back diagram. Now, write F for the homotopy fibre of the composition
kn+ l(E)xPn and o for the inclusion map F c* E[n — 1]; observe that the homotopy
fibre of g is InH(nnE). The cohomology class corresponding to kn+\E)xPn is

actually the image of kn + X{E) e H&quot;+ \E[n — 1]; nnE) under the induced homomor-
phism (xPn)* • H&quot;+](E[n - 1]; nnE) -? Hn+l(E[n - 1]; nnE). By naturality of the

A:-invariants with respect to the map xPn (see [Wh], p. 424, Theorem 2.6), this is
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exactly the image of kn+ ](E) under the homomorphism H&quot; + l(E[n - 1], %nE) -&gt;

H&quot;+](E[n — \],nnE) mduced by (xPn)* nnE-*nnE, m other words induced by
multiplication by pn Thus, we may deduce from the hypothesis pnkn + ](E) 0 that
(yf)&quot;)*(k&quot;+ &apos;(£)) 0, or that the composition k&quot;+l(E)xp&quot; îs homotopic to the trivial
map It then follows that there îs a homotopy équivalence F ~ E[n ~ 1] v
ZnH(nnE)

This construction provides clearly a map of spectra £w E[n]-+F with the

property that a^n /}„ thus, the induced homomorphism (^w)aN n,E[n] -^nf îs

an isomorphism for / &lt; n — 1 and the commutativity of the above diagram shows
that (£„)* nnE[n] -+nnF îs multiplication by pn (up to an automorphism)

On the other hand, xpf E[n — 1] -+ E[n — 1] induces a map rjn from the libre i7

of k&quot;+](E)yf&gt;» to the fibre E[n] of kn+l(E) such that 0W ,*/„ ^«a It turns out
that the homomorphism (rjn)^ n,F -+ntE[ri\ induced by rjn îs multiplication by pn

(up to an automorphism) for i &lt; n — 1 and an isomorphism for / n

Finally, observe that the composition rjt£n E[ri\-*E[ri\ and the map
/&quot; E[n)^E[n] satisfy 0n ,^;C,; - xp &lt;&gt; Xp»Pn i and fin ]XP&quot; ïp&quot;Pn i This
means that both are the restriction of îPt E[n — \]^E[n — 1] to E[n] conse-

quently, rj,£n and x(&gt;1 are homotopic This complètes the proof Notice that the

maps £„ and Y\n given by this argument are not uniquely determmed

COROLLARY 1 2 Lei E be any spectrum, m and n two integers nith m &lt; n,
and assume that for m &lt; i &lt; n the k-inianant k&apos;+ ](E) of E is a cohomology class of
finite order p, in H&apos;+ \E[i — 1], n,E) Then there exist maps of spectra

&lt;pnm E[n]-+E[m-\]v(\J

nm E[m - 1] v V Z&apos;H(n,E))-+E[n]

and

wch that the composition ^fnm(pnm is homotopic to xpf p&gt; &apos; Pm E[n] -&gt; E[n]

Proof We proceed inductively by using Theorem 1 1 First, if m =n,
take (pnn=Cn and \l/nn=rjn Now, suppose that q&gt;nm+x E[n\-+E[m]v
(\J&quot;t-m+xrH{ntE)) and ^nm+] E[m] v (V?-w +1 ^H(ntE)) -+E[n] are con-
structed with the property that \\fnm + ,&lt;pnm+l^ xp&quot;Pn

&apos; Pm + &apos;&gt; tnen define cpnm and

\\jnm as follows

q&gt;nm (Cm v id)cpnm+] E[n] -^E[m - 1] v \J Z&apos;H{ntE))
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and

(E[m-l]vZ»&apos;H(nmE))v( \J
t-m+l

where £,„ E[m]-&gt;E[m - 1] v Z&quot;&apos;H(nmE) and nm E[m - 1] v ZmH(nmE) -* E[m]
are the maps given by Theorem 1 1, îd dénotes the îdentity of \J&quot;~m f i £fH(ntE)
and xPm tne Pm&apos;th power map on \/&quot;_m+x ZtH(ntE) The composition
*l*nm&lt;Pnm Eln] -*£[&quot;] 1S actually

According to Theorem 1 1, rçw(w v /p/» îs the pm-th power map on E[m] v
(\Jnt-m+xZ&apos;H(ntE)), and finally, ^,m(p/;m îs homotopic to X(&gt;

p&quot; &apos; /If &apos;Z/J&quot;

E[n] -&gt; £[«] by the induction hypothesis

REMARK 1 3 Tn fact, the homomorphisms induced by cpnm and ij/nm on

homotopy act as follows (cpnm)^ is multiplication by pt on n,E (up to an

automorphism) for m &lt; t &lt; n and an isomorphism for t &lt;m, (4tnm)* is multiplication

by (pnpn j Pm)IPt on n(E (up to an automorphism) for m &lt; t &lt; n and

multiplication by pnpn pm (up to an automorphism) for t &lt; m

Now, if E is a bounded below spectrum, the hypothesis that the A:-invariants of
E hâve finite order is always fulfilled (see Section 1 of [Ar3]) and the previous
corollary produces the following factonzation of a suitable power map E[n] -&gt; E[n]
through the wedge of the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane spectra

COROLLARY 1 4 Let E be a bounded below spectrum (with c e Z such that

n,E 0 for i &lt; c) and for i &gt; c + 1 let p, dénote the order of the k-invanant k&apos;+ \E)
in H&apos;+ \E[i — 1], n,E) Then for any integer n &gt; c H- 1 there exist maps of spectra

(P,, E[n] -» V I&apos;H{n,E)

t — c

and

ij/n V Z&apos;H(ntE)^E[n]

such that the composition \j/n(pn is homotopic to the map ip&quot;p»
« p + &apos; E[n] -&gt; E[n]
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Proof This is a direct conséquence of Corollary 1 2 with m c + 1, because
£[&lt;:] Zl H(ncE) Note that the statement of the corollary is trivial if n c

In the next theorem, we show that ît is also possible to get a similar resuit in the
other direction more precisely, if we consider a suitable power map ZlH(ntE) -?

for a given integer / &lt; n, then we can factor ît through E[n]

THEOREM 1 5 Let E be any sprectum, t and n two integers with t ^ n, and

assume that for t &lt; i &lt; n the k-inianant kl+ l(E) of E is a cohomology class offinite
order p, in H&apos;+ ](E[i — 1], n,E) Then there exist maps of spectra

0nt rH(n,E)-+E[n]

and

such that the composition ?nt0nt is homotopic to the map xPnPn l Pt Z&apos;H(ntE) -&gt;

Z&apos;H{ntE) which induces multiplication by pnpn pt on ntE

Proof The Eilenberg MacLane spectrum ZlH{ntE) is the fibre of the

Postmkov section /?, E[t]-+E[t — \] If t=n, define Qnn just as the inclusion
Z&quot;H(nnE) c&gt; E[n] If t &lt; n, then Z&apos;HiUfE) (which is a subspectrum of E[t]) may be

viewed as a subspectrum of the wedge E[t] v Ç\/&quot;-1+ Z&apos;H(ksE)) and we dénote by
6n, the composition of that inclusion with the map \l/nt+\ given by Corollary 1 2

Then, let /„, be the composition of the map cpn t of Corollary 1 2 with the projection
of E[t - 1] v {\f&quot;s_tZsH{nsE)) onto the summand ZlH{ntE) According to
Remark 1 3, 9nt and /nt induce multiplication by pnpn p,+ i, and by pt
respectively, on ntE, eventually up to an automorphism of ntE this implies

Again, if E is bounded below (with c eZ such that 71^ 0 for / &lt; c), the

hypothesis of Theorem 1 5 is always satisfied for any integer t such that c &lt; t &lt; n

REMARK 1 6 For bounded below spectra we hâve actually proved in Section
1 of [Ar3] the existence of integers R, (j &gt; 1), independent of E, which hâve the

property that R, + ]k&apos;+ \E) 0 for ail i &gt; c + 1 It is important to notice that a

prime number q divides Rf if and only if # &lt;y/2+ 1 and consequently that if q

divides p,, then q &lt; (i - c + 3)/2 since Rt
&lt; + is a positive multiple of pt In the

formulation of Theorems 1 1 and 1 5 and Corollanes 1 2 and 1 4, we can of course

replace p, by any positive multiple of p,, in particular by R, c + ] Now, if we define
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Tul := nj= u Rj for integers u and r with 1 &lt; u &lt; v, then our argument produces the

following assertions.

(a) There are maps cpn and \\in as in the statement of Corollary 1.4 such that
i/sn&lt;pn ^XT2&quot;-+l •¦£[&quot;]-*E[&quot;l

(b) For each integer / with c &lt; t &lt; n, there exist maps Qnt and Xnt as

in the statement of Theorem 1.5 such that Kj^nj—X1&apos; i+l&quot; c + 1;

rH{ntE)-^rH{ntE).
Observe again that a prime q divides 7Vw_f + 1, respectively Tt C + Un £ + 1, if

and only if q &lt; (n — c + 3)/2.

2. Homomorphisms between extraordinary and ordinary homology groups

We consider hère the homomorphisms induced on homotopy by the maps of
spectra introduced in the previous section, after taking the smash product with a

given CW-complex X.

LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a spectrurn, X a CW-complex, Ë^(X) the reduced

E-homology of X, and p an integer. The p-th power map xp&apos;E-*E induces

multiplication by p : Ë Ë

Proof. It is sufficient to establish the assertion for an £2-spectrum E. Let us

work on the space level: if we write Et for the /-th space of the spectrum E, the p-th
power map yf e [&lt;£/? Ei] ^s deflned as the map corresponding to

pinch v i foldr ,1El &gt; \J ZEl &gt;\JEl+x &gt; El+
P P

under the isomorphism [Eh E{] ^ [Eh QEI+ ,] ^ [ZEl9 El+]] (hère, i : ZEl-&gt;El+l

corresponds to the identity in [Eh E/]). Now, xp induces %p a id : IEf a X-+
E!+l a X, where id is the identity X-+X, but the commutative diagram

pinch Aid/ \ (v/)Aid / \ fold a id

IE,aX &gt;l\/ ZeAaX &gt;l\J E1+,\X

pinch v (/ a id) fold
E(E, a X) V (^ A X) &gt; V (£/+ i A X) El+ a X,

P P

where the flrst line is xp a id, shows that this map corresponds in fact to the p-th
power map in [Ej a X, Q(Ei+, a X)]. Consequently, it induces multiplication by p
on homotopy.
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We are now able to prove the main results of the paper which provide a new

way to obtain interesting approximations of the £-homology groups of a CW-com-
plex X, as mentioned in the introduction, ît îs sufficient to look at the reduced

homology groups Ën(X) Throughout the paper, a CW-complex A&apos;is called (b - 1)-

hornologuallv-connectée, b &gt; 1, if ît îs connected and Ht(X, Z) 0 for i &lt; b - 1

Observe first that if E îs a bounded below spectrum (with c e Z such that ntE 0

for / &lt; c) and X a (b — l)-homologically-connected CW-complex, then Ên(X) =0
for n &lt; b + c and Ëh + l(X) Hh(X, ncE) Therefore, the interesting dimensions are
n &gt; b + c + 1

THEOREM 2 2 Let E be a bounded below spectium (with c e Z such that

n,E 0 for i &lt; c) and for i &gt; c + 1 let p, dénote the order of the k-invariant kl+ l(E)
in H&apos;+ ](E[i — 1], n,E) Then for an\ (b — \)-homologically-connected CW-complex
X and for an\ integer n &gt; b + c + 1 there exist homomorphisms

n I

0,, E,,(X) -» © H,, ,{X, n,E)
r

and

n b

with the propertx that the composition ï7,^,, Ën(X)-+Ën(X) is multiplication by

Pn hPn h \ Pc + 1

Proof We proved in Lemma 4 1 of [Ar3] that Ën(X) £ E[n - b]n(X) Then, the

homomorphisms &lt;Pn and IP// are induced by the maps cpn and \j/n constructed in
Corollary 1 4 and the assertion follows from Lemma 2 1

COROLLARY 2 3 Let E be a bounded below spectrum {with c e Z swc/*

n,E 0 /or / &lt; c) and for i &gt; t + \ let p, dénote the order oj the k-inianant k1+ \E)
in H&apos;+ \E[i — 1], n,E) Then for an\ (b — \)-homologically-connected CW-complex
X and for an\ integer n &gt; b + c + 1 one lias

(a) pn hpn h p£ + 1 Ën(X) is a subquotient of ©&apos;/=f Hn t(X,n(E)
(b) r/î^re exists a homomorphism

En Ën(X) ® ker «f,, - © //„ ,(X, w,£)
/

SUCh that pn hPn b \ Pc + \
kei&quot; Sn 0 and Pn bPn b 1 Pc -f 1

coker £„ 0

Proof Since prt hpn h \ P&lt; + \ ^n(^) ¥n&lt;Pn(Ën(X)), ît is a subgroup of
the image of ¥„ and thus a subgroup of a quotient of ©?_ * //„ ,(^, tt,£) It is
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easy to verify the second assertion if one defines Sn as follows: En(g, h) &lt;£„(#) -h h

for g e Ën{X) and /? e ker Wn.

Similarly, the next resuit follows from Theorem 1.5.

THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a hounded below spectrum (with c e Z such that

n,E 0 for i &lt; c) and for i &gt; c let pt dénote the order of the k-invariant k&apos; + l(E) in

Hl+ l(E[i — 1]; n,E) (observe that pc =1). Then for any (b — X)-homologically-con-
nected CW-complex X and for any pair of integers t and n with c &lt; t &lt; n — b there

exist homomorphisms

and

AnJ:Én(X)-+ Hn_t(X\ntE)

such that the composition Ant0nt : Hn_t(X; ntE) -&gt;///I_/(Ar; ntE) is multiplication

h Pn-^bPn-b-l &apos;&quot; Pf

COROLLARY 2.5. Let E be a bounded below spectrum {with c eZ such that

n,E 0 for i &lt; c) and for i &gt; c let p, dénote the order of the k-invariant k&apos;+ l(E) in
H&apos;+ \E[i — 1]; n,E). Then for any (b — \)-homologically-connected CW-complex X
and for any pair of integers t and n with c &lt; t &lt; n — b one has:

(a) pn_bpn_b_x &quot;- pt- Hn_t(X\ n,E) is a subquotient of Ën(X).
(b) There exists a homomorphism

QnJ : Hn_t{X\ntE)®ker Anj-»Ën(X)

such that pn_bpn_h_x - &quot; pt kerQn( =0 and pn_bpn _*_ • • • pt •

coker Qnt 0.

REMARK 2.6. As mentioned in Remark 1.6, it is sometimes useful to replace

Pn-bPn- b-\&apos;
&apos; &apos;

Pc + \ by ^2,«-a-c + i m tne statement of Theorem 2.2 and

pn_hPn -b-\
&apos; &apos; &apos;

Pt by Tt_c + Un_b_c + ] in the assertion of Theorem 2.4. Let us also

recall that a prime q divides T2,n _ b _ c + i, respectively Tt_c + Un_h_l + l, if and only
if q £(n-b-c + 3)/2.

REMARK 2.7. It is of course possible to formulate the results of this
section for an unreduced homology theory E^(-) by using the isomorphism
En(X) s Én(X)®nnE for ail n.
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3. Upper and lower bounds for the exponent of extraordinary homology groups

In order to show a first application of the homomorphisms given by Theorems
2.2 and 2.4, let us investigate the exponent of the groups Ën{X), where Ë^( — is the
reduced homology theory associated with a bounded below spectrum E and X a

CW-complex. Our argument produces the following comparison of the exponent of
the extraordinary homology groups of X with the exponent of the ordinary
homology groups of X. (We shall write exp (G) for the exponent of a group G.)

THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a bounded below spectrum {with ceZ such that
n,E 0 for i &lt; c) and for i &gt; c let p, dénote the order of the k-invariant k&apos;+ \E) in

Hl+ l(E[i — 1]; n,E). Assume that X is a (b — X)-homologically -connected CW-complex

with the property that its intégral homology groups H,(X;Z) are of finite
exponent for i &gt; /?, then for any integer n &gt; b + c + \

(a) Qxp(Ên(X)) divides

Pn bPn-h-\ &apos; &apos; &apos;

P&lt; + \ max{exp(Hn_t(X;ntE)) \c &lt;t &lt;n-b},

(b) exp (Ën(X)) is a positive multiple of

Pn-bPn-b-\ &apos;
&apos;

&apos; Pt

Proof Since

for ail integers t such that c &lt; t &lt; n - b.

/ \
exp © Hn t(X; n,E) max {exp (Hn t(X; n,E)) \c &lt;t

we get that

(max {exp (Hn_ t(X; n,E)) \c&lt;t&lt;n-b}- pn_bPn *_,-•• pc + x)Ën(X) 0

because of Corollary 2.3(a). On the other hand, we may deduce from the same

argument and Corollary 2.5(a) that the integer pn hpn h
• • • pt • exp (Ën(X)) is

a positive multiple of exp (Hn_t(X\ ntE)) for ail integers / with c &lt; t &lt; n - b.

REMARK 3.2. Because of Remarks 1.6 and 2.6, the approximations of
exp (Ën(X)) given by the previous theorem may be done with the universal bounds

(i.e., integers which are independent of E and of X) r2,w_6_( + 1 instead of
Pn~bPn-b-\&apos; &quot; Pc + \ in assertion (a), and T,_c + Un_b + 1 instead of
Pn-bPn-b-\&apos;&quot; Ptin assertion (b).
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4. Brown-Peterson homology

In this section, we consider our results for a spécifie example, the Brown-Peter-
son homology associated with the spectrum BP for a given prime number p (recall
that BP ^ Z{p)[vu v2,. ], where the degree of vt is 2(p&apos; — 1)). Let us start with
the study of the &amp;-invariants of BP; for this purpose, we first need the following
gênerai resuit.

LEMMA 4.1. Let E be a spectrum, n an integer and hn : nnE -+Hn(E; Z) the

Hurewicz homomorphism. Assume furthermore that the k-invariant kn+l(E) is of
order pn in the group Hn+\E[n — \];nnE). Then there exists a homomorphism

vn : Hn(E; Z) -+nnE such that the composition vnhn : nnE -*nnE is multiplication by

Pn-

Proof. According to Theorem 1.1, the composition

/„: E -^ E[n] -^ E[n - 1] v E&quot;H(nnE) ^ I&quot;H(nnE),

where proj dénotes the projection on the second factor, induces multiplication by pn

on nnE. This map /„ produces the following commutative diagram:

nnE ^X nnI&quot;H(nnE)

\hn Hurewicz

Hn(E; Z) — Hn (Z&quot;H(nnE); Z).

It is clear that Hn(InH(nnE);Z) =nnE and that the composition (fn)#hn is

multiplication by pn\ thus, we obtain the conclusion of the lemma by defining
v*&apos;=(/„)?•

PROPOSITION 4.2. The Postnikov k-invariants of BP, kl+](BP)e
Hl+l(BP[i - 1]; BPt\ satisfy:

(a) kl+l(BP)=0ifi^0mod2(p~\),
(b) k2m(p-l)+](BP) is of order pm for ail m&gt;\.

Proof The first assertion is trivial since BPt =0 if / ^ 0 mod 2(p — 1). Let us

show the second. It is known that there is a non-trivial élément y e H2(p^ d(BP; Z)
such that /*2(/&gt;- i)(^i) —py&gt; where h2(P^\) is the Hurewicz homomorphism
BP2(p-i)-*H2(P-\)(BP;I.). (See [R], p. 71, Theorem 3.1.5, for the similar state-

ment for the spectrum MU: the Hurewicz homomorphism h^\ MU\
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Z[xl9x2,...]-+Ht(MU;Z)=Z[bl9b2,...] fulfills h*(x{pl_X)) =-pb{pl_X) for
/ &gt; 1 and h

+ (x, — b3 otherwise, where the degree of x3 is 2/ and the degree of &amp;,

is 2/, 7^1; because the usual map from MU to #P sends x{p_X) onto t?,, the above
resuit on h2{p^X)(vx) follows from the injectivity of h^ : BP^^H^(BP; Z) [AL].)
Since BP is a ring spectrum, the Hurewicz homomorphism h^ : BP^-^H^(BP; Z)
is a ring homomorphism with respect to the Pontryagin ring structure, and we then

may conclude that

On the other hand, if p2m{p- i&gt;
dénotes the order of the k-invariant k2m(p~l)+l(BP),

the previous lemma implies that vlm{p__ X)h2m(p_ ^(v™) p2m(P- i)v? and conse-
quently that

P2m(P- i)VT =Pmv2m(P- i)(ym) e BP2mip_X).

This shows that pm divides p2m(p-iv
In order to prove that p2m(p- d is exactly Pm, it is then sufficient to verify that

pmk2miP-\)+ i(£P) 0 in H2mip-l)+ \BP[2m(p - 1) - 1]; BP2m{p_x)). The spectrum

BP[2m(p — 1) — 1] has non-trivial homotopy groups (which are direct sums
of copies of Zip)) only in dimensions 0, 2(p — 1), 4(p — 1), 2(m — l)(p — 1);
notice in particular that BP[2m(p - 1) - 1] BP[2(m - \)(p - 1)]. Therefore, we

can consider the cofibrations of spectra

BP[2s(p - 1)] &gt; BP[2(s - \){p - 1)] &gt; I2^-x

and the corresponding long exact homology séquences (with intégral coefficients)

^X))—+H2m(p_X)+xBP[2s(p-\)]

— H2mip__X)+xBP[2(s - \)(p - 1)] —-&gt; • • •

for j l,2,...,m-l. According to [C], H2m{p__X) + 2X2^-&quot;

is a direct sum of copies of Z//?, as is H2m{p_ X)+xBP[0]. By induction, it is

then clear that pmH2m{p_ 1)+ xBP[2(m - 1)(/? - 1)] =0, and it follows from the

same argument that pmH2m(p_ X)BP[2(m - \){p - 1)] =0. Finally, the universal
coefficient theorem implies that the exponent of the cohomology group
H2m(P- »+i(BP[2(m - \)(p - 1)]; BP2m(p_ X)) divides pm and thus that
pmk2m{p~X)+\BP) 0 because klm{p~ l)+\BP) belongs to this cohomology group.
(I would like to thank Yuly Rudyak for useful discussions concerning the first part
of the proof of this proposition.)
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This enables us to apply Theorems 2 2 and 2 4 to the case E BP, pt 0 if
/ # 0 mod 2(p — 1) and p2m(P d pm for m &gt; \

THEOREM 4 3 Let X by anv (b — \)-homologically-connectée CW-complex, n

an integer &gt;b + 1, and let r dénote the positive integer such that 2r(p — 1) &lt;

n-b&lt;2(r + \)(p-\)
(a) There exist homomorphisms

&lt;Pn BPn(X)^@Hn 2ap l)(X,BP2l(p_u)
/ 0

and

Vn en,, 2l(p u(X,BP2l(p i})^B
0

such that the composition &apos;F,,^,, is multiplication by pr&lt;r+1)/2 on BPn(X)
(b) For any integer t with 0 &lt; t ^ r there exist homomorphisms

@n, Hn 2lip n(X,BP2lip ^^B
and

such that the composition AntOnt is multiplication by p^r + t){r &apos;-^v2 On

EXAMPLE 4 4 Let us take p =2 and X BSL{T)+, the space obtained by

performing the plus construction on the classifying space of the infinité spécial
hnear group SL(Z) hmm SLm(Z) (this is the O-th space of the spectrum
of the algebraic K-theory of Z) It is known that //1(55L(Z) + Z) 0,

H2{BSL(Z)+,Z)^ZI2 and H3(BSL(Z)+9 Z(2)) s Z/8 (see [Arl]) Therefore, the

first dimension where the assertion (b) of the theorem gives a non-trivial information

is n 5 (h 2, r 1) there are homomorphisms

ZI%^&gt;BP5(BSL(Z)+) ^ Z/8

such that the composition A5lG5l is multiplication by 2, this implies that the group
BP5(BSL(Z) + contains a cyclic subgroup of order 4

Finally, let us descnbe our approximation of the exponent of the Brown-Peter-
son homology groups of a CW-complex
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be any (b - \)-homologically-connectée! CW-complex
with the property that its homology groups Ht(X, Z(p)) are offinite exponent pe&apos; for
i &gt; b, n an integer &gt;b + \, and r the positive integer such that 2r(p — 1) &lt;

n - b &lt; 2(r + \)(p - 1). Then exp (BPn(X)) =pe», where

^_2r(/,^1) \0&lt;t &lt;r}+ ^~

and

(r + O(r-/ + l)
e« 0 &lt; t &lt; r

Proof. This is a direct conséquence of Theorem 3.1.

EXAMPLE 4.6. If X is the classifying space BG of a group G and b the greatest
positive integer such that H,(G;Z{p)) =0 for i&lt;b, then the previous corollary
gives an estimate of the exponent of BPn(BG) in terms of the exponent pe&apos; of
the ordinary homology groups Ht(G; Z(/?)), i &gt; b. For r \ and 2, we get the

following approximations. If 2(p — 1) &lt; n — b &lt; 4(p — 1), then exp (BPn(BG))
/?&apos;% where

fe^.^.,)}- 1 &lt;£„ &lt; max {£&gt;„,£„_2(/,_0} + 1.

If 4(/7 - 1) &lt; n - /? &lt; 6(p - 1), then exp (BPn(BG)) pL\ where

max{e,?-3, *&gt;„ 2(/, i)-3, ^/7 4(/) n-2}
&lt; €„ &lt; max {en, en _ 2{p__ 0, e/7 _4(/7_ t)} -h 3.

Choose for instance p 2 and for G the infinité spécial linear group SL(¥q)
with coefficients in the field of q éléments (q a prime number). The intégral homology

groups of SL(¥q) are known from [H]: Hl(SL(¥l/); Z) H2(SL(¥q); Z)
0, H,(SL(¥(f);Z)^Z/(q2-M H^SL^^); Z) 0, //5(SL(F,); Z) s Z/(?3 - 1),

H6{SL(¥q); Z) 0, //7(5L(FV); Z) ^ Z/(q4 - \)®Z/(q2 - 1), Assume for example

that q is a prime 5 mod 8: then q2 — 1 8 • (odd integer), q3 ~ l =4 - (odd
integer) and q4 — 1 16 • (odd integer). When one computes the small-dimensional
Brown-Peterson homology groups of BSL(¥q) with the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

séquence E\t £ Hs(BSL(¥q); BPt) =&gt; BPs + t(BSL(¥q)\ one checks easily that

BPn(BSL(¥q)) 0 for n 1, 2, 4, 6 and that BP3(BSL(¥q)) ^ Z/8.
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The first difficult dimension is n 5, because there are two non-trivial groups,
Z/8 and Z/4, on the line s + î 5 in the £2-term of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

séquence; since no differentials may modify thèse groups, the spectral séquence
gives the short exact séquence

0 &gt; Z/8 &gt; BP5{BSL{$q)) &gt; Z/4 &gt; 0.

But our approximation, for n 5, b 3, asserts that exp (BP5(BSL(¥q))) divides
16. We then may conclude that BP5(BSL(¥q)) ^ Z/8 0 Z/4 or Z/16 0Z/2 (but not
Z/32).

The next interesting dimension is n 7, where the line s + / 7 in the £2-term
of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral séquence contains three non-trivial groups: Z/8,
Z/4 and Z/160Z/8. It follows from our method that exp (BPjiBSLif^))) is a

positive multiple of 2 and a divisor of 128.

5. Universally strange torsion

The objective of this section is to présent a second application of our results.

For simplicity, we only consider hère connective spectra E (i.e., such that ntE — 0

for / &lt; 0). Let p be a prime number, X a CW-complex, n a positive integer, and

suppose that the group Hn(X; Z) has /?-torsion. We are interested in the following
problem: does Ën{X) also contain /7-torsion when Ë^.{— runs over the reduced

homology théories corresponding to ail connective spectra E satisfying the condition

that 7i0E is not /7-divisible? Our argument provides a positive answer to this

question if p is large enough in comparison with n. More precisely, we get:

THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a (b — \)-homologically-connectée CW-complex, p a

prime number and n an integer &gt;b with the property that Hn(X;Z) contains

p-torsion. If p ^ (n — b)/2 + 2, then Ën(X) also contains p-torsion, for any reduced

homology theory Ê^(-) associated with a connective spectrum E such that n0E is not
p-divisible.

Proof Since n0E is not divisible by p, the tensor product Hn(X; Z) ®nQE,
which is a direct summand of Hn(X; n0E), has /?-torsion. According to Theorem 2.4

and Remark 2.6, there exist, for any connective spectrum E, homomorphisms
&amp;nQ:Hn(X;n0E)-&gt;Én(X) and An0 : Ên(X) -+Hn(X; n0E) such that the composition

AnO0nO is multiplication by TUn_b+l. But TUn_b+l is only divisible by primes
&lt; (n - b + 3)/2. Consequently, the hypothesis p &gt; (n - b)/2 -h 2 implies that the

p-torsion of Hn(X; n0E) survives in Ën(X).
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This theorem is a suitable tool for the détection of /7-torsion in ail connective
homology théories applied to a given CW-complex X. This game is of spécial
interest if X is the classifying space BG of a /7-torsion-free group G.

In [We], a group G is called a group with strange p-torsion if it is /7-torsion-free
and H^(G; Z) hàs /?-torsion. Let us extend this définition as follows.

DEFINITION 5.2. A group G has universally strange p-torsion if it is /?-torsion-
free and Ë^(BG) contains /7-torsion for any reduced homology theory £*(—
associated with a connective spectrum E such that n0E is not p -divisible.

Now, let us give examples of groups with universally strange torsion. For an
odd prime number q and a positive integer m, let Tmq dénote the congruence
subgroup of level q in SLm(Z), i.e., the kernel of the surjective homomorphism
SLm(Z) -+SLm(¥q) induced by the réduction modulo q (where fq is the field with
q éléments), and define r^:=limwrm&lt;/ using upper left inclusions Tmq c» Fm+Xq.
The groups Tq are torsion-free. We hâve shown in Theorem 2.5 of [Ar2] that the

groups Yq hâve strange torsion which cornes from the torsion discovered in the

algebraic K-theory of Z in [S]:

THEOREM 5.3. Let p be a properly irregular prime and j an even integer &lt;p

such that p divides the numerator of BJj (where B; is the j-th Bernoulli number \

^2 6&gt; ^4 ^&apos;
• • • )• Then there is p-torsion in H2j^2(Fq; Z) for ail odd primes

Because j &lt;/?, the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 is fulfilled for the CW-complex
BFq (with b 1) and n 2/ — 2. We then may conclude that the groups Fq hâve

universally strange /7-torsion (in dimension 2/ - 2) for ail primes q #/?:

COROLLARY 5.4. Let p be a properly irregular prime andj an even integer &lt;p

such that p divides the numerator of BJj. Then there exists p-torsion in Ë2f_2(^Fq)
for ail odd primes q ¥&quot; p and ail reduced homology théories Ë^(-) corresponding to

connective spectra E such that n0E is not p-divisible.

REMARK 5.5. We established in Section 1 of [Ar2] that certain congruence
subgroups hâve torsion in their ordinary intégral homology in infinitely many
dimensions (and thus hâve very strange torsion according to the définition given in

[We]). However, we don&apos;t know if there are groups with universally strange

/7-torsion in infinitely many dimensions, in other words with universally very strange

p-torsion.
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6. Relationships between extraordinary and ordinary cohomology théories

Now, we would like to do the same with cohomology théories.

LEMMA 6.1. Let E be a spectrum, X a CW-complex, Ë*(X) the reduced

E-cohomology of X, and p an integer. The power map %p \ E -&gt;E induces multiplication

by p : Ê*(X) -&gt; Ë*(X).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may assume that E is an Q-spectrum.
Then Él(X) [X, E{] and the homomorphism (xp)* : [X, Et]^&gt;[X, Et] is just given
by (xp)*((x)(x) («W)p for a e [X, Et] and x e X (using the H-space structure of
Et ~QEl+ï): by définition of the group structure of [X,Et], this means that
(*&apos;)*(«) =P«-

The point is that we cannot just formulate the results of Section 2 for
cohomology théories, because an Is-cohomology group of X may not, in gênerai, be

computed with a Postnikov section of £ (as it was the case in the proof of Theorem
2.2). In order to do it, we must suppose that the space X is of finite dimension d
(and we assume again that X is (b — l)-homologically-connected, d &gt; b + 1), but
the spectrum E does not need to be bounded below any more.

If n is a given integer there is an obvious map of spectra yb __ „ : E(b — ri) -+ E,
where E(b — ri) is a spectrum satisfying ntE(b —n)=0fori&lt;b—n and (yb_ „)„,:
ntE(b — ri) -^ n,E for / ^ b — n; let us write E(b —n,d — n] for the Postnikov section

E(b - n)[d - n] of E(b - n) : E{b-n,d- n] satisfies n,E(b -n,d-n]=0 if
i &lt;b — n or i&gt; d — n and ntE(b — n, d — n] ^ ntE \îb—n&lt;i&lt;d — n (cf. Section
4 of [D], [M], or [V] for the existence of E(b -n,d- n]). It turns out that
Ên(X) ^ Ë(b — n,d — n]&quot;(X), according to the cohomological version of Lemma 4.2

of [Ar3]. Therefore, Ën(X) may be calculated with the spectrum E(b —n,d — n],
which has finitely many non-trivial homotopy groups (even if E is not bounded

below) and which has consequently ail its A:-invariants of finite order. This enables

us to deduce from Corollary 1.4 and Theorem 1.5, applied to the spectrum
E(b — n, d — n], the following assertions.

THEOREM 6.2. Let E be any spectrum, X a (b — X)-homologically-connected

CW-complex of finite dimension d, n an integer, and let pt dénote the order of the

k-invariant kl+l(E(b-n)) in Hl+ \E(b - /*, i - 1]; %tE) for b-n&lt;i&lt;d-n
{observe that pb^.n 1).

(a) There exist homomorphisms

d-n
&gt; © Hn + t(X;ntE)

t — h — n
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and

d n

W&quot; : 0 Hn + &lt;(X\ n,E) - Ë&quot;{X)

t b n

with the property that the composition ¥&quot;&lt;P&quot; : Ë&apos;\X) -&gt; Ën{X) is multiplication

by pd_npd „_, • • - ph_n+l.
(b) For any integer t with b — n &lt; t &lt; d — n, there exist homomorphisms

and

such that the composition A&quot; t0&quot;
&apos;

: H&quot; + t(X;ntE) -&gt; Hn + t(X;ntE) is

multiplication by pd npd_n • • pt.

REMARK 6.3. According to Remark 1.6, it is always possible to replace
the integer pd npd „ r &quot;Ph n+x by T2d h+l and pd npd „ r&quot;Pt by

REMARK 6.4. Theorem 6.2 also détermines an approximation of the exponent
of Ê&quot;(X) as explained for the case of homology in Theorem 3.1. The results may be

of spécial interest if X is the classifying space BG of a discrète group G of finite
cohomological dimension d (for instance a congruence subgroup of odd level in
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